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Cedar Stars Soccer Academy  

Coaches Code of Conduct 

 
The Cedar Stars Academy has been formed to instill the principles of good citizenship, good 

sportsmanship, and teamwork through the knowledge of and participation in the competitive 

sport of soccer. Our players, parents, opponents, coaches, and officials are to be treated with 

respect at all times. There shall be a ZERO TOLERANCE policy for misconduct or 

violent/dangerous behavior. 

To ensure that these principles of good citizenship, sportsmanship, and mutual respect among 

players, parents, coaches, and referees, are being followed, Cedar Stars Academy has established 

this Code of Conduct. It is the obligation of all Cedar Stars Academy coaches to create and 

maintain an environment that promotes these principles.  

We all must remember that our actions are a reflection of both Cedar Stars Academy and our 

community. Those who violate this Code of Conduct could jeopardize their opportunity to 

participate in our programs. 

A. Coaches: 

The role of coaches is one of teaching citizenship, sportsmanship, and soccer skills to all the 

players. The coaches are also responsible for monitoring their own behavior and the behavior of 

their players and parents during all practices and games. By submitting their application to be a 

coach, that individual agrees to abide by this Code of Conduct, and acknowledges that 

participating in the CSA soccer programs is a privilege and not a right. To meet these 

responsibilities, the Coaches are expected to: 

1. Adhere to the policies and procedures of CSA. 

2. Instruct player and parents in the law of the game and motivate each player to compete 

according to the laws at all times. 

3. Show respect and courtesy to game officials at all times. Refrain from questioning their 

decisions or challenging their authority. 

4. Ensure that parents/spectators of his/her team exhibit good sportsmanship at all times, 

and assist game officials in maintaining control of parents/spectators during games. 
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5. Abstain from using abusive or profane language and avoid conduct that could be 

insulting, degrading, or humiliating. 

6. Teach and practice good sportsmanship and fair play by personally demonstrating 

commitment to these principles. 

7. Treat players, parents, opponents, coaches, and officials with respect. 

8. When coming to work, professional appearance is expected. All coaches must wear the 

proper CSA uniform only, and sneakers are a must. (No other footwear is allowed such as 

slides or flip flops.)  Coaches are expected to maintain high standards of personal 

cleanliness when starting their sessions. 

9. No coach is allowed to invite other trainers or players to attend practices or assist with 

coaching without the President’s approval. 

10. No coach or/and CSA staff are allowed to assign any personal trainer to direct any 

player. Also, with the Parent Code of Conduct, if any extra session or personal training is 

needed, they must contact management.  

11. No coach is allowed to move a player to a different training age group for any reason 

without the President’s approval.  

12. During practice, coaches must refrain from using profanity. Coaches must not get 

angry at players or raise their voice in a negative manner for any reason. All coaches are 

expected to keep a professional attitude during practice from start to finish. By no means 

should any coach embarrass any of the players on the field in front of any other 

players/teams or/and individually because of game/practice performance. 

 

13. Coaches are not permitted to accept gifts from parents, players, clients, vendors, or 

anyone who has a business relationship with the company. Coaches are asked to decline 

gracefully, stating it is against company policy. 

 

14. After league games and tournaments, coaches must return the game folder back to the 

team manager the very next day during practice.             

a. The game folder must be returned back in full the same way it was received, with 

all passes, rosters, medical release forms, and other documents. 

 15. Coaches are responsible for taking any games Club’s tents and benches, when needed 

 for rain and sun protection. 
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 16. Equipment: All coaches must have at least 15 soccer balls with them during practice 

 and games, balls must be properly inflated and coaches must bring a pump to ensure all 

 balls stay inflated. Coaches must also bring cones for warm-ups and practices. Coaches 

 should also be equipped with anything else they may need to conduct practice. If coaches 

 need any equipment, please email Jimmy.  

 

17. League Game Procedures: For all league games that we play, please follow below 

steps to ensure that all correct information is being sent to use. We have a high volume of 

games every weekend and it is important to follow these steps. 

a. Coaches request a copy of the roster of the opponent team 

b. Coaches text and email half-time and final score with team who won the game (or tie) 

 Text Antonio 917-446-9339 

 Text George 917-855-5811 

 Email: Clubadmin@cedarstars.com 

  The information in the email must include: 

   League Name 

   Age Group 

   Opponent team 

   Date 

   Game time 

   Half-time score 

   Final Score 

   Result (W/L/T) 

   Yellow or Red cards and the name of the player(s) or staff 

c. Coaches must return the game folder as given on the next practice 
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18. Before games, coaches must make sure they have a copy of the correct permit on 

them to present for use of the field on that date and time. Coaches are expected to show 

up one hour before the start of the game and 30 minutes before their practice session 

starts in order to have a proper set-up. 

19. Coaches are expected to leave the field the way they found it. Meaning, if you move 

soccer goals around for practice, put them back where you found them. 

 

20. Coaches must obey parking rules at each facility. Do not park illegally; CSA is not 

responsible for any parking tickets.  

 

21. Gum chewing is not permitted on the fields. Please do not distribute gum to your 

players; it is very hard to remove from the turf. 

 

22. Alcoholic beverages are not permitted on our premise. If we catch anyone bringing 

any form of alcohol onto our complex, it will be confiscated and the individual will be 

removed from the complex. 

 

23. Smoking - there is no smoking allowed anywhere in the complex or on the fields. 

 

24. Video Surveillance - Some of the fields are on video surveillance, therefore, if these 

policies and procedures are not followed, it will be very easy to determine who is 

responsible. 

 

25. Parents are not permitted to have coolers and chairs on the field. The field is for 

players and coaches only. Parents should be spectating from the stands provided. Coaches 

must enforce this rule if they see any parents on the fields or near touch-lines.  

26.  Coaches are responsible for taking attendance at each practice and emailing who is 

there and who is not there (and reason, if known) on a timely basis to:  

attendance@cedarstars.com.   

27. When any coach requests vacation time or there is any last minute changes that they 

cannot attend their scheduled practice and/or scheduled game; they must get approval 

from George first regarding their substitution ASAP. Coaches cannot email another coach 

asking for coverage with George’s permission. 
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28. Only the coaches/trainers assigned to a training session are allowed to be on the field. 

All other coaches, field marshals should be away from the field. This is to avoid side 

conversations and distractions.  

29. Coaches are in charge for sending teams pictures of wins (they can have a parent do 

it) with trophies and medals. Also, some gatherings, warm-up and game pictures if 

possible. All pictures have to be sent the same day. 

30. Coaches are responsible to assist with the following during Capelli Sport Center 

Leagues: equipment preparation and maintenance, futsal scoreboard operations, parent 

and guest assistance, reporting any maintenance issue at the center such as on turf fields 

or futsal court, parking lot management if needed, and assisting with any/all league 

announcements.  

 

31. Coaches agree to adhere to the club wide equipment policy and its conditions that 

focus on the responsibility for the equipment package and the financial obligations for 

anything not returned at the season’s end.  

 

B. Social Media  

 

1. Tag and Follow Cedar Stars Academy and our sponsor, Capelli Sport, on any platform 

you are currently a member  

- Twitter: Cedar Stars Academy (@CedarStarsFC)/ Capelli Sport (@CapelliSport) 

- Instagram: Cedar Stars Academy (@Cedarstarsacademy)/ Capelli Sport (@Capelli Sport) 

- Facebook: “Cedar Stars Academy”/ “Capelli Sport”  

1. Include photos when sending in results from league games, tournaments and showcases; 

email pics@cedarstars.com with division and team name in the subject.  

2. If posting on behalf of Cedar Stars Academy, approval from administration must be 

given. 

3. You are encouraged to repost anything Cedar Stars Academy releases. 

4. Should you be traveling as a team to a showcase or tournament, please do not post the 

location of where you are staying, or any photos from inside the private hotel rooms. 

5. Do not use profanity or racial slurs of any kind, whether they include Cedar Stars 

Academy or not. 
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6. Do not talk negatively about any individual player, coaches or parents on another team or 

about an opposing club in general. 

7. Do not talk negatively about officials, event organizations or leagues. 

8. Do not talk negatively about Cedar Stars Academy or any of its coaches, administrators, 

players, parents or staff. 

9. Do not reach out to players from other teams through social media. 

10. When commenting or sharing a post made by or about Cedar Stars Academy, please do 

not include the use of any profanity or racial slurs. 

11. Be encouraged to post any positive Cedar Stars related pictures using hashtag 

#csaforevergreen and tagging Cedar Stars Academy. 

 

C. Enforcement: 

Any CSA coach, violating this Code of Conduct may face disciplinary action up to and including 

a permanent ban from all CSA activities. All violations of this Code of Conduct shall be reported 

to the CSA Management. Any violations of this Code of Conduct may result in immediate action 

up to and including immediate removal/suspension from ALL CSA activities by the CSA 

President until the CSA Disciplinary Committee can meet. All disciplinary cases will be handled 

via the disciplinary procedures established by CSA.  

 

SIGNATURE  

CSA coaches shall signify their acceptance of this Code of Conduct by signing and returning a 

copy prior to participation their first CSA practice or game of a given season.  

I the undersigned have read and agree to abide by this Code of Conduct and the enforcement 

procedure outlined and have explained this to my child. 

 

Coaches Full Name (Print)              Signature                                   Date 

  

___________________________   _________________________   _________ 
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